Synthetic test results
Latency (Roundtrip) measured by sending a packet of a certain size and measuring the time required for completions to arrive.
Bandwidth (One-way) all packets are sent in a once and time required for ALL completions (TX+RX) to land is measured and averaged.
Current status of QUonG Hybrid Computing system:
• 16 nodes (4x4x1 topology)
Each node:
• Double Intel Xeon E5620
• 48GB System Memory
• 2x S2075 NVIDIA Fermi GPUs
• 40 Gb/s InfiniBand HCA
• 1 APEnet+ "V4" custom board (PCI gen2 on Stratix IV FPGA)
QUantum chromodynamics on Gpu is a hybrid, GPUaccelerated x86_64 cluster with a 3D toroidal mesh topology, able to scale up to 10 4 ÷ 10 5 nodes.
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QUonG HPC System
Latest generation interconnect technologies in APEnet+ networking infrastructure (128) Based on DK-DEV-5SGXEA7N dev kit:
• New 28nm Stratix V FPGA
• 40Gb QSFP+ standard interconnect fabric
• HSMC expansion ports
• PCIe connector
• 2D/3D toroidal mesh topology for point-to-point dead-lock free communications
• RDMA transfer protocol  CPU offload
• GPUDirect RDMA  GPU to GPU communication
• Latency reduction for small messages
Enhanced embedded transceiver
• up to 14.1 Gbps
• X channel implemented using 40Gbps QSPF+ connector
• Y/Z channels implemented on the HSMC interfaces
